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Structure of fibrin gels studied by elastic light scattering techniques: Dependence of fractal
dimension, gel crossover length, fiber diameter, and fiber density on monomer concentration
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The concentration dependence of the structure of fibrin gels, formed following fibrinogen activation by
thrombin at a constant molar ratio, was investigated by means of elastic light scattering techniques. The
scattered intensity distributions were measured in absolute units over a wave-vector rangeq of about three
decades (;33102– 33105 cm21). A set of gel-characterizing parameters were recovered by accurately fitting
the data with a single function recently developed by us@F. Ferriet al., Phys. Rev. E63, 031401~2001!#, based
on a simple structural model. Accordingly, the gels can be described as random networks of fibers of average
diameterd and densityr, entangled together to form densely packed and spatially correlated blobs of mass
fractal dimensionDm and average size~or crossover length! j. As previously done ford, we show here that the
recoveredj is also a good approximation of a weight average, namely,d;A^d2&w andj;^j&w . By varying
the fibrinogen concentrationcF between 0.034–0.81 mg/ml, gels with 100>j>10mm, 100<d<200 nm,
1.2<Dm<1.4, and constantr;0.4 mg/ml were obtained. The power-lawcF dependencies that we found for
bothj andd are consistent with the model, provided that the blobs are allowed to partially overlap by a factor
h likewise scaling withcF (2>h>1). Recasting the whole dataset on a single master curve provided further
evidence of the similarity between the structures of all the gels, and confirmed the self-consistency of the
model.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.66.011913 PACS number~s!: 87.15.2v, 82.35.2x, 82.70.2y
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I. INTRODUCTION

Fibrin gels are the main structural scaffolds of the hem
static plug formed in vertebrate blood coagulation@1,2#.
They also play important roles in various physiological a
pathological situations, including cancer@3#, and they have
attracted much attention for their biotechnological poten
~see Ref.@4# and references therein!. Fibrin gels are grown
from the polymerization of fibrinogen, a high molecul
weight centrosymmetric macromolecule (molecular wei
5340 000), rodlike in shape,;50 nm long,;5 nm thick,
composed of two pairs each of three different chains,
valently linked at theirN-termini @1,2,5#. Basically, the mol-
ecule consists of a central globular domain joined by t
elongated connectors to two identical outer domains. T
central domain contains two pairs of knoblike bonding si
A andB, while a pair of the complementary polymerizatio
‘‘holes’’ a andb is located in each of the outer domains. T
A and B sites are masked by short peptides, which can
enzymatically removed leading to the formation of a rapid
polymerizing species called fibrin monomer@1,2#. As a result
of the Aa interactions, half-staggered, double-strand
wormlike fibrils are initially produced@1,2,6,7#. Then, en-
hanced also by the formation of theBb bonds, the fibrils
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aggregate laterally and start to branch, eventually giving
to a gel@1,2,6#.

Fibrin gels have been intensively studied for many d
cades, with important contributions coming from electr
microscopy and light scattering techniques~see Refs.@1,2,7#,
and references therein!. These studies have shown that fibr
gels are three-dimensional networks made of entangled fi
whose physical properties~average size, spatial distribution
extent of branching, flexibility, and so on! determine the
properties of the entire network, such as its morphology,
rosity, and elasticity. By varying the physical-chemical co
ditions of the gelling solution, such as the pH, the prese
of ions of different type and concentration, and the activat
enzyme, one can obtain gels with very different characte
tics ~see Ref.@8# and references therein!. There are two lim-
iting classes in which fibrin gels are customarily classifie
‘‘coarse,’’ large-pore gels made of thick fibers, and ‘‘fine
narrow-pore gels made of thin fibers.

The aim of this paper is to extend the light scatteri
study @9# that we have recently carried out on some coa
fibrin gels formed from the polymerization of fibrinoge
monomers under quasiphysiological conditions, with the
action being initiated by monomer activation via the enzy
thrombin. In that work@9#, the scattered intensity distribu
tions were measured in absolute units and were taken
while the solution was gelling, and after the formation of
gel with a steady-state structure. By combining the low-an
elastic light scattering~LAELS! and the classical light scat
tering ~CLS! techniques, an overall wave-vector range
about three decades, fromq;33102 to q;33105 cm21,
was covered. The main features of these distributions w
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the very low intensity scattered in the limit of zero angle, t
presence of a peak at lowq values, and the presence of
sharp rolloff at highq values, beyond which the intensit
decays very rapidly. The data were interpreted in terms o
simple structural model, which describes the gel as an ass
bly of densely packed fractal blobs of average sizej and
mass fractal dimensionDm . Each blob is made of entangle
fibers characterized by an average diameterd, densityr, and
surface fractal dimensionDs . Based on this model, a singl
fitting function able to reproduce the behavior of the inte
sity distribution over the whole wave-vector range was
vised, and all the above parameters were recovered.

In this work, we investigate how the parameters char
terizing the gel structure~i.e., d, r, j, andDm! depend on the
fibrinogen concentrationcF at a fixed molar ratio with the
activating enzyme. We prepared a variety of gels under
same physical-chemical conditions of the gelling solutio
with cF varying over more than a decade, between 0.03
0.81 mg/ml. To account for thecF dependence of the mea
sured parameters, the model proposed in Ref.@9# was further
developed with the introduction of one more parameter,h,
which describes the linear filling ratio, or overlapping, b
tween the blobs. The effects of polydispersity on the rec
ered parameters were also analyzed in more detail. The o
all self-consistency of the model was finally verified by usi
scaling concepts and recasting all the data relative to
different concentrations on a single master curve.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

Human fibrinogen and thrombin were purchased fr
Calbiochem, San Diego, CA, USA~Cat. No. 341576, lot
B10707! and Sigma-Aldrich, Milano, Italy~Cat. No. I-6759,
lot 104H9314,;2000 NIH units/mg protein!, respectively.
Tris-hydroxymethyl-aminomethane free base~Tris! and the
hydrochloride form~Tris-HCl! and all other chemicals wer
of reagent-grade from Merck~Bracco, Milano, Italia!.
Double-distilled water was always used throughout t
study. The polymerizations were carried out in a Tris 50 m
NaCl 0.1 M, EDTA-Na2 ~EDTA, ethylenediamine tetraaceti
acid! 1 mM, pH 7.4 ~TBE! buffer. For each concentration
the activation rate of the monomers was maintained the s
by fixing the molar ratio between the activating enzym
~thrombin! and fibrinogen to 1:100. Under these condition
the initial polymerization process is limited by the rate
activation of the monomers that react and polymerize~see
Ref. @7# and references therein!. The effective enzyme con
centration~i.e., the concentration of the enzyme active si!
was determined by the method of Dang and Di Cera@10#.
Accordingly, thrombin was diluted to;1 nM with a 100 mM
NaCl, 5 mM Tris, pH 8.0 buffer solution. Hirudin~Ciba-
Geigy Pharmaceuticals, Horsham, England!, a practically ir-
reversible thrombin inhibitor, was added to the solution
concentrations ranging from 0 to 1 nM. Then the chromo
nic substrate H-D-Phe-Pip-Arg-pNA~S-2238, Chromogenix
Milano, Italy! was added to each solution at 20 mM fin
concentration, and the reaction was followed spectroph
metrically at l5405 nm. The effective enzyme concentr
01191
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tion was finally determined from the slope and the interc
of a plot of the initial reaction velocity vs inhibitor concen
tration @10#. An evaluation of the thrombin activity in NIH
units was later carried out by comparing the clotting tim
with those obtained with a newer batch. Fibrinogen purific
tion by size-exclusion chromatography, samples preparat
and controls, were all carried out as previously repor
@9,11#.

A detailed description of the two experimental light sca
tering setups used in this study has also been already
sented@9#. Here, it will suffice to say that the homemad
LAELS apparatus used a 5 mW He-Ne laser light source
to illuminate the samples placed in thermostatted (
60.1 °C) 2 or 5 cm thick quartz cuvettes. The scattered li
was collected simultaneously at up to 30 scattering angleu
corresponding to a practical wave-vector range fromq;3
3102 to q;33104 cm21, with q54pn/l0 sin(u/2), l0
5632.8 nm being the incident wavelengthin vacuoandn the
refractive index of the medium~1.3340 at 632.8 nm for TBE
see Ref.@7#!. The CLS instrument was a commercial ALV
SLS-5000 system~ALV, Langen, FRG! powered by a 4 W
argon laser~Innova 70, Coherent, FRG! operating atl0
5488 nm ~n51.3392 for TBE! and delivering;100–200
mW on the sample, contained in 0.8 cm inner diame
quartz cylindrical cuvettes held at 2560.1 °C in a thermo-
statted index-matching vat. The scattered light was collec
at several angles, covering aq range of ;43104– 3
3105 cm21, by a monomode fiber coupled to a photomul
plier, both mounted on a rotating arm. In addition, the sc
tering cell was simultaneously rotated and translated al
the vertical axis during the measurements to average
scattered intensity over many different spatial configuratio
@9#.

III. DATA ANALYSIS AND MODELING

In this section, we will first recall the main features of th
model proposed recently@9# to describe the structure of a
aged gel, and then we will implement such a model for
analysis of the scattering data taken on gels prepared at
ferent monomer concentrations.

As sketched in Fig. 1, the aged gel can be imagined a
collection of spatially correlated fractal blobs of sizej and
mass fractal dimensionDm . The parameterj was also called
crossover length of the gel@9#. Since the blobs are dense
packed, their size is comparable with their average dista
j0 , i.e., j;j0 . Each blob is made of an assembly ofn seg-
ments or ‘‘building blocks’’ that can be sketched as cylind
cal objects with diameterd and length ,. Thus, n
;(j/,)Dm, and the blob molecular weightM is given by

M;NA

rp

4
,12Dm jDm d2, ~1!

where r is the segment density andNA is the Avogadro
number.
3-2
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The intensity distributionR(q) scattered by such a system can be written as the product of two terms: a structure
S(q) that describes the spatial correlation between each blob’s center of mass, and a form factorP(q) that describes the
internal structure of each blob,

~2!
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where the productP(q)5A(q)B(q) is the ‘‘particle’’ form
factor, cF the fibrinogen concentration, andK is the usual
optical constant@9,12#. The dimensionless parametersb and
g represent the amplitude and the range of spatial correla
among blobs, respectively, whileas describes the surfac
properties of the fibers and is related to their surface fra
dimensions byDs562as . It should be stressed that Eq.~2!
has been developed for a monodisperse system, i.e., a g
which all the blobs have the same sizej and same fiber
diameterd. Some of the effects of polydispersity on the r
covered parameters have been already addressed in ou
vious work@9#, and will be further discussed in Appendix A

Equation ~2! is the function we will use for fitting our
scattering data. In order to illustrate its main features,
report in Fig. 2 the behavior ofR(q) againstq ~open sym-
bols! obtained by settingcF50.1 mg/ml, r50.4 g/cm3, j
520mm, Dm51.3, d5150 nm, ,50.4mm, b51, g
50.28, andas54. The values assigned to the gel concent
tion cF as well as to the parametersr, j, Dm , d, and ,
correspond to those derived from one of our gels, while
remaining ones~b, g, and as! were chosen according t
physical considerations based on the model and will be
cussed below. For a real comparison with the experime
conditions, the actualq intervals of the LAELS and CLS
measurements are also reported.

The figure shows that there are three different regim
delimited by the two wave vectorsqp and qx . These three
regimes are clearly determined by the three factorsS(q),

FIG. 1. Sketch of the gel structure based on the blob mo
described in the text:j is the blob size whilej0 is the average
distance between blobs. The sketch is relative to a gel with
overlapping between the blobs, in whichj;j0 . Each blob is a
fractal assembly of segments of length,, diameterd, and densityr,
joined together end-to-end with only a few branching points. T
segment length, should not be confused with the average fib
length between the branching points, but is rather likely related
the persistence length of the fibers@9#.
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A(q), B(q) of which R(q) is the product, and are repre
sented by the three solid straight lines in the figure. It sho
be noticed thatR(q) is reported in absolute units~cm21!.
Thus, the recovery of the parameterr from the fitting is a
direct consequence of this fact, becauser appears only in the
amplitude prefactor of Eq.~2!.

The behavior forq!qp is determined by the parametersb
and g. The parameterb51 implies thatR(0)50, as ex-
pected for a system in which the blobs are densely pac
@9#. Similarly, the value assigned to the parameterg
51/2Ap;0.28 derives @9# from the assumption tha
j5j0 .

The peak indicates the presence of a long-range orde
the structure of the gel, due to the spatial correlation betw
the blobs. The blob size~or gel crossover length! j is related
to the peak position via the correspondence@9#

j;1.3p2/~21Dm!g22/~21Dm!~qp!21, ~3!

el

o

e
r
o

FIG. 2. Behavior of the fitting functionR(q) as a function of the
wave vectorq. The symbols refer to synthetic data generated
cording to Eq.~2! with cF50.1 mg/ml, r50.4 g/cm3, j520mm,
Dm51.3, d5150 nm,,50.4mm, b51, g50.28, andas54. The
solid straight lines show the three asymptotic regimes delimited
the two wave vectorsqp and qx . The dotted line shows that th
apparent power-law decay exponent is;1.2,Dm . The LAELS
and CLS intervals represent the actual wave-vector ranges pr
in the measurements.
3-3
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in which the numerical factor 1.3 takes into account the d
ference between the actual peak position and the value
tained as the intercept between the two leftmost solid stra
lines of Fig. 2. For the specific case of Fig. 2 (g
50.28,Dm51.3), we haveqpj;4.4. As mentioned above
Eq. ~3! is valid for a monodisperse system. We will show
Appendix A that, when a gel made of blobs polydisperse
size and fiber diameter is considered, Eq.~3! is still valid, but
with j replaced by anx-average sizêj&x , which, even for
very broad distributions, is a close approximation of t
weight-average blob sizêj&w . Thus, for a polydisperse ge
the peak position provides information on^j&w .

For qp!q!qx , the behavior ofR(q) is determined by
the arrangement of the segments inside the blobs. If, wi
this range, the conditionj21!q!,21,d21 is satisfied, we
are in the fractal regime, where the mass fractal dimens
Dm characterizes the power-law decay ofR(q). Indeed, in
this region the spatial correlation among blobs are not imp
tant @S(q)51#, the segments behave as point scatter
@B(q)51#, and the blob form factor isP(q)5(p/qj)Dm.
Thus, Eq.~2! can be approximated to

R~q!5KcFM S qj

p D 2Dm

, ~4!

which, by using Eq.~1! for M, becomes

R~q!5
p11Dm

4
KcFNAr,12Dm d2q2Dm. ~5!

Equation~5! shows that, in the fractal regime, the scatter
intensity decays as a power law with an exponent equa
the fractal dimensionDm and with an amplitude that de
pends, besidescF , on the parametersr, ,, andd, but not on
j and g. However, it should be pointed out that Eq.~5!,
which is graphically represented by the central solid strai
line of Fig. 2, does not reproduce the behavior of the cu
very accurately. Indeed, the data appear to follow a pow
law decay, but with a somewhat smaller exponentam;1.2,
as shown by the dotted segment reported in the figure. Th
due to the fact that the condition that defines the right-h
side of the fractal regime (q!,21,d21) is not fulfilled with
high accuracy over the entire wave vector range where
LAELS data appear to be straight. We will return to th
point in Appendix B, and discuss it quantitatively. Finally,
is worth noticing that in the particular case whenDm51, the
dependence of Eq.~5! on , disappears and the well know
expression for the scattering from cylinders@12# ~i.e., objects
with Dm51! is obtained.

For q.qx , there is a crossover to a behavior typical
surface fractals in whichR(q) decays much faster, with
power-law behavior characterized by the exponentas . The
valueas54 corresponds to fibers with a surface complet
smooth and characterized by a sharp interface with the
vent (Ds52). The intercept of the two asymptotes that d
fine the fractal and the surface regimes defines the cross
wave vectorqx and allows an estimate of the average fib
diameterd. The corresponding relation is
01191
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which holds almost independently@9# of Dm and,. We con-
clude this part by recalling that, as we showed before@9#,
when gels made of blobs polydisperse in size and fiber
ameter are considered, the diameterd that appears in both
Eqs. ~5! and ~6! is actually a root-mean-square weigh
average diameter, i.e.,d;A^d2&w.

We will now implement the model based on the blo
close packing condition. Equation~3! shows that the param
etersj andg are strongly correlated and, therefore, it is d
ficult to recover both of them from the fitting. As a matter
fact, we fit the data by fixingg and lettingj vary. Thus, the
value recovered forj depends on the value assigned tog. In
view of the analysis as a function ofcF reported below, the
condition g50.28 ~or equivalentlyj5j0! equal for all the
gels @9#, appears to be rather restrictive. Thus we found
convenient to introduce one more parameter,h, which rep-
resents the level of~linear! filling ratio or overlapping be-
tween the blobs. The parameterh can be defined as

j5hj0 ~7!

meaning that, ifh51 the blobs are closely packed and ju
‘‘touch’’ each other, if h,1 they are ‘‘close’’ but not in
contact, and ifh.1 they overlap. This also implies tha
while for h51 j can be taken as an upper bound to the m
size of the gel@9#, whenhÞ1 this does not hold anymore
We will return to this point in Sec. VII.

The parametersh and g are related to each other. B
following the same analysis carried out in Ref.@9# @see Eqs.
~6! and ~7! of Ref. @9## and by using Eq.~7! above, it is
straightforward to show that

g5
1

2Ap
h21. ~8!

Therefore, by inserting Eq.~8! into Eq. ~3! we have

j;1.3~41/~21Dm!p~11Dm!/~21Dm!!h2/~21Dm!~qp!21. ~9!

Clearly, forh51, Eqs.~3! and ~9! coincide.
In order to investigate how the parameterh depends on

cF , we can use the blob model and the close packing co
tion ~with overlapping! to find an explicit relation betweenj
and cF . For the sake of simplicity, we will consider here
monodisperse system. Polydispersity effects are deferre
Appendix A. Since the average distance between the blob
j0 , the volume available for each blob is;j0

3, and, conse-
quently, the sample concentration can be written ascF

;(M /NA)/j0
3. By using Eqs.~1! and ~7!, it is straightfor-

ward to show thatj scales withcF according to

j;cF
21/~32Dm!h3/~32Dm!Fp4 r,12Dm d2G1/~32Dm!

, ~10!

predicting that, if the dependence ofj on cF is the dominant
one, denser gels are made of smaller blobs and their
scales as;cF

21/(32Dm) . As a comparison with other studie
3-4
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it is interesting to notice that a relation similar to Eq.~10!
was found to hold for different types of colloidal gels@13,14#
and for some polymeric silica gels@15#. In those cases the
building blocks of the blobs were ‘‘spherical’’ particles~for
which ,5d! with d equal for all the samples, regardless
cF , and the overlapping parameter wash51.

In conclusion, we have two expressions describing
dependence ofj on h, namely, Eqs.~9! and ~10!. Since the
dependence of the values ofr, qp , Dm , andd on cF can be
found experimentally, by comparing Eqs.~9! and ~10! it is
possible to recover thecF dependence ofh. This will be
carried out in Sec. V.

IV. LIGHT SCATTERING DATA

Figure 3 shows the scattered intensity distributionR(q) of
five aged gels as a function of the wave vectorq. The gels
were prepared at different fibrinogen concentrations but
der the same physical-chemical conditions of the gelling
lution, namely, in TBE atT52560.1 °C ~see Sec. II!. For
these gels, the fibrinogen concentrationcF was varied be-
tween 0.065–0.611 mg/ml, with the molar ratio thrombin:
brinogen fixed to 0.01. The data were collected when the
were already aged, i.e., after a time long enough that t
structures have attained a steady-state form, with a co
quent stable scattered intensity distribution. All the data
pear to be characterized by the same shape ofR(q), in which
the three different regimes described in the preceding sec
are clearly present. The figure shows that, though hea
gels scatter much more light than lighter gels, all of them
characterized by fairly similar structures with similaram and
as . The peak positionqp increases with concentration, an
this implies that gels prepared at highercF exhibit smaller
crossover lengths. At the same time the wave vectorqx ap-
pears to move toward higher values as gels with smallecF
are considered, consistently with the picture that lighter g
are formed by thinner fibers. The solid lines are the best
of the data to Eq.~2!.

FIG. 3. Log-log plot of the scattered intensity distributionsR(q)
as a function of the wave vectorq for five fibrin gels prepared in a
0.1 M NaCl, 0.05 M Tris, 1 mM EDTA-Na2 , pH 7.4 ~TBE! buffer
solution, with the molar ratio thrombin:fibrinogen fixed to 0.01. T
solid lines are the best fits of the data to Eq.~2!.
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As noted previously@9#, one of the intriguing features o
the data of Fig. 3 is the very small intensity scattered at l
wave vectors. As a matter of fact, the data are consistent
a zero-angle asymptotically vanishing scattered intensity,
R(q50);0. This is fairly evident in Fig. 4, in which the
LAELS data corresponding to the five samples of Fig.
together with other samples prepared under the sa
physical-chemical conditions, have been reported on a lin
scale. The spanned concentration range, increased with
spect to that of Fig. 3, wascF50.034– 0.81 mg/ml. In the
inset, the same data are reported on a log-log scale, in w
the slope corresponding toam51.2 has been drawn.

A first quantitative analysis of the data of Fig. 4 is r
ported in Fig. 5, panels A–C, in which various gel para
eters for the aged gels are compared and plotted as a fun
of cF . Panel A shows that the peak positionqp scales asqp

;cF
b with b50.5360.02. Panel B shows that the intensi

scattered at the wave vectorqf5104 cm21 belonging to the
fractal regime, scales at a fairly high rate, namely,R(qf)
;cF

w with w51.4160.02. Lastly, panel C shows that th
sample turbidity scales ast;cF

m with m51.1860.07.

V. FITTINGS RESULTS

In this section we apply the fitting procedure outlined
Sec. III to analyze the data reported in Sec. IV. The data

FIG. 4. Low-angle~LAELS! scattered intensity distribution
R(q) as a function of the wave vectorq for several fibrin gels
prepared under the same conditions as those of Fig. 3. Fibrino
concentration was varied between 0.034–0.81 mg/ml. In the in
the same data are reported on a log-log scale, and show that a
gels are characterized by the same power-law decay witham

;1.2. For the sake of clarity, not all the measuredR(q) have been
reported.
3-5
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Fig. 3 taken over the entire LAELS1CLS q-vector range
were fitted to Eq.~2!, with the recovered curves shown a
solid lines. The fitting was carried out by leavingr, j, Dm ,
and d as free parameters, while the remaining ones w
fixed to the valuesas54, b51, g50.28, and,50.4mm
determined according to the physical considerations repo
in Sec. III.

As pointed out above, the recovery ofr is a direct conse-
quence of measuringR(q) in absolute units. The outputs o
our fittings carried out on the data of Fig. 3 show thatr is
similar for all the samples and its average value is^r&
50.460.1 g/cm3, in agreement with what we@9# and others
@16# have previously reported. Since this value is about
smaller than the density of the fibrinogen monomers~1.395
g/cm3!, this confirms that inside each fiber the protofibrils a
not densely packed, but intertwined with water molecu
@9,16#.

The value found forr was used for fitting the complet
set of LAELS data of Fig. 4. Therefore, in this case the fr
parameters werej, Dm , andd, the density was fixed to the
value r50.4 g/cm3, andas , b, g, and, were fixed to the

FIG. 5. Behavior of the peak positionqp ~Panel A!, of the in-
tensity scattered at the wave vectorqf5104 cm21 belonging to the
fractal regime~Panel B!, and of sample turbidityt ~Panel C! as a
function of the fibrinogen concentrationcF . The data were derived
from the samples of Fig. 4. The straight lines are the best fits of
data to power-law behaviors with respect tocF , with b, w, andm
being the corresponding exponents.
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same values as above. The results are reported in Fig
panels A and B, in which the behaviors ofDm and d as
functions ofcF are plotted. Figure 6, panel A, shows that t
fractal dimension, although confined within the narrow ran
;1.2–1.4, exhibit a slight tendency to increase with conc
tration, suggesting that denser gels are characterized
somewhat more branched structure. Although the data
consistent with the power-law behaviorDm;cF

« , with «
50.04660.01, care should be taken not to overinterp
them, given their large spread compared with the span
range. In any case, their average value is^Dm&51.32
60.07. Figure 6, panel B, shows that the fiber diameters

e

FIG. 6. Behavior of the gel parameters recovered by fitting
LAELS data of Fig. 4~circles! and the LAELS1CLS data of Fig. 3
~squares! as a function of the fibrinogen concentrationcF . Panel A,
mass fractal dimensionDm ; Panel B, weight-average fiber diamet
d; Panel C, overlapping factorh; Panel D, weight-average ge
crossover lengthj. The straight lines are the best fits of the data
power-law behaviors with respect tocF , with e, d, v, andz being
the corresponding exponents.
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all the gels are also comparable to each other, but in this
there is a clear tendency to have thicker fibers for hig
concentration gels. The diameters scale asd;cF

d with d
;0.1660.014. For comparison, the values of the fiber dia
eters obtained by fitting the full LAELS1CLS data sets of
Fig. 3 to Eq.~2! ~leavingr, j, Dm , andd as free parameters!
are also reported in Fig. 6, panel B, as open squares. C
sidering the error bars, the two methods appear to be con
tent with each other. It should be also pointed out that
values recovered forDm andd are independent of the valu
assigned to the parameterg ~see Appendix B!.

At this point, only thecF dependence of the blob sizej is
still to be found. But first, we have to find out howg or h
depends on concentration. Since we know the dependen
Dm andd on cF , we can apply the method described in S
III and recover the dependence of the overlapping param
h as a function ofcF . This is shown in Fig. 6, panel C, in
which the values ofh have been rescaled so thath51 for
the concentrationc* 50.5 mg/ml at which the blobs start t
overlap. The symbolc* was adopted by analogy with th
same term used by Flory@17# to indicate the overlapping
concentration of semidilute polymer solutions~see Sec. VII!.
The straight line reported on the figure is the best fit of
data to a power-law and shows thath scales as

h;~cF /c* !v,

v;20.2860.04, c* 50.5 mg/ml. ~11!

The valuec* 50.5 mg/ml was set by fitting the data co
responding to the denser gels. For these samples, the pe
more pronounced and, consequently, the recovery of the
rameterg @or h, via Eq. ~8!#, is somewhat more reliable
Indeed, if we fit the data corresponding to these gels to
~2! and, besidesr, j, Dm , andd, we leave alsog as a free
parameter, the results indicate thath varies around 1 and
tends to increase while the concentration decreases.
value h51 occurs forcF;0.5 mg/ml, which falls some-
where in between the second and third higher concentra
of the investigated range~0.034–0.81 mg/ml!. Equation~11!
predicts that, over the entire concentration range, the o
lapping factor varies by a factor of;2, from ;0.9 at cF
50.81 mg/ml to;2.1 atcF50.034 mg/ml. This means tha
the denser gels appear to be almost close packed while
lighter gels are expected to be more overlapped. It should
pointed out, however, that for most of the investigated c
centrations the recovery of the parameterg ~or h! was not
possible, and therefore there was no way to fully test
~11!. Nevertheless, at least for the higher concentrations,
recovered values were consistent with Eq.~11!, which, con-
sequently, was used for estimatingh at all the concentra-
tions.

We can now refit the data of Figs. 3 and 4 to Eq.~2!
exactly as done for recovering the parametersDm and d of
Fig. 6, panels A and B, but with the parameterg fixed to the
value obtained by using Eq.~8! with h given by Eq.~11!.
This allows the recovery of the parameterj ~the other pa-
rametersDm andd do not change with respect to those o
tained withg50.28, see Appendix B!, whose behavior as a
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function of cF is shown in Fig. 6, panel D. Differently from
the parameterd, for which the scaling exponent is fairly low
j scales at a rather higher rate, namely, asj;cF

z with z
520.7660.03. It is worth noticing that the use of th
concentration-dependent parameterh is fundamental in order
to obtain self-consistent results. Indeed, if we fit the d
with h51 ~i.e., fixing g50.28 for all the concentrations!,
we obtain thatj scales withcF differently, with an exponent
equal to 20.5660.07. This would imply that, since 0.5
;(32^Dm&)21, with ^Dm&51.32, and sinceh51, the term
within square brackets in Eq.~10! should becF independent.
This is clearly inconsistent with the data~see Fig. 6, pane
B!.

VI. SCALING

In Sec. V it was shown that all our gels exhibit ve
similar structures. In this section we investigate how the
similarities can be quantitatively characterized and we w
verify the self-consistence of the proposed model by us
scaling concepts and recasting all the data on a single ma
curve.

If we replot the data of Fig. 4 in terms of the rescal
wave vector x5q/qp and rescaled amplitudeR(x)
5R(q)/Rp , being Rp5R(qp), we obtain the master curv
of Fig. 7. This figure shows that all the data tend asympt
cally to zero forx!1 ~better evidenced in the inset!, while
for x@1 they scale as a power-lawR(x);x2am with am
;1.2. The latter behavior implies a scaling betweenqp and
Rp . Indeed, since each curve of Fig. 7 decays asymptotic
asR(q);Aq2am with the sameam but differentA, then the
master curve can be written~for x@1! as

R~x!;FA~cF!qp
2am

Rp
Gx2am, ~12!

in which the dependence ofA on cF has been reported ex
plicitly. Now if Eq. ~12! represents a master curve, the te
inside the square brackets should be a constant implying

Rp;A~cF!qp
2am. ~13!

Since the amplitude scales asA(cF);cF
w ~see Fig. 5, Pane

B!, and the peak position asqp;cF
b ~see Fig. 5, Panel A!, it

turns out that

Rp;qp
k , ~14a!

k52am1
w

b
. ~14b!

By using the valuesam51.2, w51.41, b50.53, the ex-
pected value for the exponent isk;1.46, in fairly good
agreement with the value 1.5060.11 obtained by fitting the
dataRp vs qp with the power-law of Eq.~14a!. The scaling
behavior betweenRp and qp is illustrated in Fig. 8 on a
log-log scale.
3-7
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One could apply the same reasoning to thex!1 region of
the master curve and make one more check on the
consistency of the model. Forx!1 it resultsgjq!1 and Eq.
~2! can be approximated to

FIG. 7. Scaling behavior of the scattered intensity distributio
for the data of Fig. 4 reported in terms of the rescaled amplit
R(q)/R(qp) versus the rescaled wave vectorq/qp . The existence
of a single master curve emphasizes the remarkable similarities
tween the structure of these gels. The straight line shows the de
ing exponentam51.2. The inset reports on a lin-lin plot the sam
data up toq/qp55 ~as indicated by the arrow in the main panel!.

FIG. 8. Behavior of the peak amplitudeR(qp) as a function of
the corresponding peak positionqp . The data are taken from th
samples of Fig. 4. The exponentk51.5060.11 is consistent with
the scaling described in the text.
01191
lf-

R~q!;KcFMj2g2q2, ~15!

which shows that at very low angles the intensity scales q
dratically with q, i.e., R(q);B(cF)q2, with the amplitude
B(cF)5KcFMj2g2. Thus, we can use Eq.~14b! to deter-
mine the exponentw8 which characterizes the scaling ofB

with cF , i.e., B(cF);cF
w8 . By usingb50.53, k51.46, and

setting am8 522, it is straightforward to show thatw8
5b(k22);20.29. Notice that, in principle, this resu
could have been obtained from the experimental data of
4, but, unfortunately, in this region the noise level is ve
high and the wave vector interval over which Eq.~15! holds
is rather narrow. Yet, we can use this result for checking
cF dependence of the overlapping parameterh used in Sec.

V. Indeed, from Eq.~15! we can write thatcF
w8;cFMj2g2

and recover howg ~or h! scales withcF , being known the
dependencies ofM and j on cF . When this calculation is
carried out, we find that the scaling exponent forh is
20.3260.03, consistent with the value of20.2860.04
found following the procedure described in Sec. V.

Another way to show the close similarities between t
structure of gels at different concentrations is to investig
the dependence of the gel turbidityt as a function ofcF and
compare this behavior~see Fig. 5, Panel C! with the corre-
sponding behavior for the intensityR(qf) scattered at a wave
vector qf5104 cm21 belonging to the fractal regime~see
Fig. 5, Panel B!. If we plot t againstR(qf), we see in Fig. 9
that the data are nicely described by a power-law beha
t;R(qf)

c characterized by an exponentc50.8460.03.
This means that the turbidity increases withcF at a slower
rate than the scattered intensity. In our previous work@9# we
showed that, after the initial scaffold is formed, the g
growth consists mainly of a thickening of the fibers witho
any substantial change in its structure. Thus, when the fib
grow so thick that they become comparable with the wa

s
e

e-
y-

FIG. 9. Scaling behavior of the sample turbidityt as a function
of the intensityR(qf) scattered at the wave vectorqf5104 cm21

belonging to the fractal regime. The data are taken from the sam
of Fig. 4. The exponentc is consistent with the scaling described
the end of Sec. VI and suggests that for length scales smaller
the crossover lengthj all the gels are characterized by the sam
structure, but with fibers of different size.
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length of light, the turbidityt scales withR(qf) as a power-
law characterized by an exponentc, which depends only on
Dm , namely,c5(21Dm)/4. Now, the data of Fig. 9 exhibi
exactly this behavior. Moreover, if we use forDm its average
value^Dm&51.3260.07, we find that also the exponent is
excellent agreement with the expected value,c50.83
60.02. Thus, except for their crossover lengthj, gels at
different concentrations appear to be characterized by
same inner structure, but with fibers of different size.

VII. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

In this work we have studied the dependence of the st
ture of fibrin gels on the concentration of the fibrinog
monomers. The gels were formed under quasiphysiolog
conditions, and the reaction was initiated by monomer a
vation via the enzyme thrombin at a constant molar ra
The intensity distributions scattered from the gels were m
sured in absolute units over a very wide range of scatte
wave vectors~up to about three decades!, and were inter-
preted in terms of a simple structural model recently p
posed by us@9# and futher developed here. The model d
scribes the gel as a random network of fibers of densityr and
average diameterd entangled together to form dense
packed and spatially correlated blobs of mass fractal dim
sion Dm and average sizej, which overlap by a factorh.
Although the model was originally developed for a monod
perse system, we have shown that it is still valid when
gel is made of blobs of different size and assembled w
fibers of different thickness. The issue of polydispersity
the fiber diameterd was addressed in Ref.@9#, in which it
was shown that the diameterd recovered by fitting the data
with Eq. ~2! is actually a root-mean-square weight-avera
diameter, i.e.,d;A^d2&w. In this work, we extended this
analysis and demonstrated that alsoj is a reasonable estimat
of the weight-average blob size^j&w , i.e., j;^j&w .

By varying the fibrinogen concentrationcF between
0.034–0.81 mg/ml we have obtained gels whose parame
scale as power laws withcF and vary over the following
ranges: 100>j>10mm, 100<d<200 nm, 1.2<Dm<1.4,
2>h>1, and constantr;0.4 mg/ml. An important finding
of this work is that, in order to ensure the self-consisten
between the data and the model, the blobs must part
overlap by a factorh5j/j0 , j0 being the average distanc
between the blobs. Thus, provided thath is allowed to vary
with cF , all the gel parameters reported above scale withcF
according to the model. It must be pointed out that the ov
lapping affects relevantly the relation between the crosso
length ~or average blob size! j and the effective gel mes
size, i.e., the average distance between the fibers in the
In Ref. @9# we suggested that, sinceDm is close to unity
(Dm;1.3), the blobs can be thought of as an assembly
few semirigid fibers grown by joining together many se
ments with only a few branching points. It follows that th
average distance between the fibers inside the blob is
much smaller than the size of the blob itself. Thus, ifh
51, the blobs are in contact with each other, and the b
sizej provides at least an upper bound of the overall aver
distance between the fibers in the whole gel. Clearly,
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reasoning fails when the blobs overlap andh.1. In this case
the fibers belonging to one blob interpenetrate with fibers
other blobs and, consequently, the overall gel mesh size
creases, becoming smaller than the average blob size. T
we expect that the gel mesh size depends on both the
size j and the overlapping parameterh. It is, however, be-
yond the purpose of this paper to tackle the problem of p
viding an estimate of the gel mesh size from our scatter
data, and we defer this complex issue to a future work.

In any case, comparing our findings with the availab
literature data it is not an easy task, because of the diffe
conditions under which the gels were formed. For instan
Blombäck et al. @18# have examined by confocal laser m
croscopy, turbidity and permeability, the characteristics
fibrin gels formed at various fibrinogen concentrations, bu
constant thrombin concentration~0.35 NIH units/ml!, in a
buffer otherwise identical to ours were not for the presen
of 20 mM CaCl2 . In addition, the fibrinogen concentration
investigated by Blomba¨ck et al. @18# covered a higher range
in respect to ours~0.5–4.0 vs 0.03–0.8 mg/ml, respectively!,
with just a small overlap region. These rather profound d
ferences notwithstanding, it is interesting to note that
fiber diameters deduced from their turbidity data~Table 1A
of Ref. @18#! increase with increasing the fibrinogen conce
tration, as in our case. However, the same authors also
duced fiber diameters from their permeability data~Table 1A
of Ref. @18#!, and in this case no concentration depende
was found. It is possible that this is an effect due to t
polydispersity of fiber diameters, which affects the two tec
niques differently, as already suggested@19#. An increase in
fiber diameter with increasing fibrinogen concentration
constant thrombin concentration was also predicted
Weisel and Nagaswami@20# from computer models of fibrin
polymerization kinetics based on turbidimetry and electr
microscopy observations, although no quantitative estima
were provided. Finally, Ryanet al. @21# found an opposite,
weak trend by analyzing computerized three-dimensio
models constructed from stereo pairs of scanning elec
micrographs of fibrin gels grown, at constant thrombin co
centration~1 NIH units/ml!, in solution conditions almos
identical to ours but in absence of EDTA-Na2 ~see Tables 1
and 2 and Fig. 3A of Ref.@21#!. Thus, as already pointed ou
by Ryanet al. @21#, this issue is still controversial, and it i
unfortunate that no other data are available, to the best of
knowledge, on the concentration dependence of the pro
ties of fibrin gels prepared at constant molar ratio with t
activating enzyme. Clearly, more experimental data
needed to better assess this issue.

Returning to our data, Table I summarizes the scaling
havior that we found forr, d, Dm , j, h, and other gel pa-
rameters by reporting the scaling exponent, the prefactor
the range spanned by each parameter. The prefactor indic
the parameter value in correspondence of the concentra
c* 50.5 mg/ml, as was done in Eq.~11!. Synthetically, for a
generic parameterx, x(cF)5Ax(cF /c* )z, wherez is the ex-
ponent associated withx andAx the corresponding prefacto
Thus, expressing alsocF in mg/ml, it is possible to predict
the value of any of the measured parameters at any partic
concentrationcF .
3-9
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TABLE I. Scaling behaviors of the various parameters characterizing fibrin gels as a function o
fibrinogen concentrationcF ~0.034–0.81 mg/ml!. The prefactors have been normalized to the concentra
c* 50.5 mg/ml. For each parameterx the value atcF can be found according tox(cF)5Ax(cF/c* )z, wherez
is the exponent associated withx andAx the corresponding prefactor.

Parameter Exponent Exponent value Prefactor Spanned range

qp ~cm21! b 0.5360.02 2444637 581–3162
R(qf) ~cm21! w 1.4160.02 3.2960.11 0.075–6.49
t ~cm21! m 1.1860.07 1.1760.03 0.0033–2.07
r ~g/cm3! 0.460.1 0.4~constant!
d ~nm! d 0.1660.014 14062.5 91.0–151.2
Dm « 0.04660.01 1.3860.02 1.22–1.41
j ~mm! z 20.7660.03 17.560.4 133–12.2
h v 20.2860.04 1.0060.05 2.1–0.9
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Although it would be unwise to use the relations of Tab
I for extrapolating the value of the parameters at concen
tions much higher than the highest investigated in the pre
study, ;0.8 mg/ml, we could reasonably expect that th
may hold up to the physiological range,;3 mg/ml. At these
concentrations, it would be rather difficult to perform lig
scattering experiments such as those reported here, due
increase in turbidity and multiple scattering problem
Shorter pathlength cells could be used, but this in turn w
bring mixing problems and capillarity effects. For instanc
for cF53 mg/ml we estimated;186 nm andj;4.5mm,
with h;0.6 andDm;1.5. Due to the differences in solutio
conditions stated above, we can only attempt a compar
of the estimated diameter value with those reported by R
et al. @21# for cF53 mg/ml ~see Tables 1 and 2 and Fig. 3
of Ref. @21#!. For this cF , our thrombin concentration at
1:100 molar ratio with fibrinogen should be;3.26
31023 mg/ml, implying that;6.5 NIH units/ml would be
present according to the stated activity of;2000 NIH
units/mg of protein. A later estimate of the NIH units conte
of this batch of thrombin, carried out by us by comparing
clotting efficiency with a newer batch, suggested th
roughly half of the original activity was still present~;1150
NIH units/mg protein!, leading to a value of;3.75 NIH
units/ml atcF53 mg/ml. Thus, it is reasonable to compa
our predicted data with those of ‘‘clot E’’ reported in Table
of Ryan et al. @21#, which was obtained at 5 NIH units/m
Recalling that our hydrated diameters should be roughly
times bigger than the unhydrated diameters seen in the e
tron microscope@9#, and that the polydispersity index o
similar samples iŝd2&w /^d2&n;1.23 ~see Appendix A!, we
can compute a number-average unhydrated diameter of;93
nm. While this number is within the observed range of v
ues ~20–130 nm! reported by Ryanet al. @21#, it is about
twice their number average diameter (44615 nm). Consid-
ering the roughness of these computations, we think that
predicted d value measures up reasonably well with t
available electron microscope evidence.

Finally, it is interesting to compare our findings with th
results known from the physics of semidilute solutions
polymeric linear chains@17,22#. In this case, the equivalen
of the close packing condition for the blob model@Eq. ~10!#
is expressed in terms of the so-called overlapping concen
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tion c* . Following the classical theory of Flory@17#, c*
represents the concentration at which the chainsstart to
overlap, and is related to the chain sizeRF by RF

;(c* )2n/(3n21). Here, n is the Flory exponent that de
scribes the scalingRF;,nn between the chain size, th
chain segment,, and the numbern of segments per chain. A
is known,n depends on the segment-segment and segm
solvent interactions, and can vary between 1/3~globular
coils! and 1 ~rigid rods!, passing through the well known
values ofn50.5 ~random coils! and n50.6 ~coils with ex-
cluded volume interactions!. When c@c* , the chains
strongly interact, and the solution can gel via the format
of crosslinks between the different chains. Under these c
ditions, the characteristic length scale of the system is
longer RF , but the average distance between the crossli
that corresponds to the gel mesh sizej and is customarily
called correlation length of the gel@22#. Since each chain can
make several crosslinks, we expect thatj,RF . de Gennes
suggested@22# that the portion of the chain between tw
crosslinks could be imagined as a blob and that inside e
blob the interactions would be dominated by the monom
monomer interaction of a single chain. Under this pictu
although the chains overlap with each other, the blobs do
and they are close packed withj scaling withc asRF scales
with c* . As a result, based on scaling concepts, the Flory–
Gennes theory of gels predicts that for a gel in good solv
the mesh size behaves asj/RF;(c/c* )2n/(3n21), a relation
that was verified experimentally by a number of differe
research groups~see Ref.@23# and references therein!.

Thus, the picture of the Flory–de Gennes gels and
blob model appear to be equivalent provided thatn
51/Dm , but only if we neglect the overlapping between o
blobs and seth;1. In this case the mesh size of th
Flory–de Gennes theory would correspond to the blobs’
erage size or crossover lengthj of our gels. If we derive a
value for n from our Dm values~;1.2–1.4!, we find 0.71
<n<0.83, which would indicate that the blobs are made
polymers having intermediate properties between those
random coils and rods. This is quite consistent with the p
ture that emerged from our previous studies on the e
stages of fibrin polymerization@7,24# when we found that the
protofibrils can be best described as double-stranded, h
3-10
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staggered, wormlike chains with persistence lengths betw
200–600 nm. Moreover, in our recent work on the struct
of fibrin gels @9#, we also showed that, in alternative to th
blob model, the data could be interpreted as deriving from
collection of wormlike chains polydisperse in width and pe
sistence length. By using the Flory–de Gennes theory w
the values derived above forn, one would find thatj scales
with c asj;cz with 20.63<z<20.56, which is less than
what we observed experimentally, namely,z520.7660.03
~see Table I!. One may notice that the exponent20.56 is
remarkably close to the value that one would obtain by s
ply estimatingj as the reciprocal of the peak position
R(q), that is, j;qp

21;cF
20.53 ~see Table I!. However, this

would imply that there is no overlapping, which makes t
model inconsistent with the data. One may also notice tha
we estimate a value forn from the z exponent, we obtain
n;0.6, which is exactly what was expected for coils w
excluded volume interactions. We believe that this is onl
coincidence, inconsistent with ourDm values (Dm51/n),
and we warn the reader not to be brought to the conclus
that the blobs of our model behave as linear coils in a g
solvent with excluded volume interactions. The two syste
appear to be very much different: first of all, the Flory
de Gennes theory deals with linear polymers obtained
assembling monodisperse segments~same length,, same di-
ameterd!, while our fibers appear to be characterized
similar ,, but are polydisperse ind. Second, our blobs appea
to be made of somewhat semiflexible branched fibers~see,
for example, the pictures of Fig. 2 in Ref.@21#! whose diam-
eters grow in the course of gelation and vary withcF as well.
Thus, part of available mass goes into fiber thickening, an
not used for the rescaling ofj.

In conclusion, notwithstanding the remarkable and
triguing similarities between our blob model and t
Flory–de Gennes theory, we believe that the two descripti
do not fully fit each other. Probably, by reshaping our bl
model in terms of a dense collection of wormlike chai
highly polydisperse in their persistence length, we wo
make the system more suitable for being described in
framework of the Flory–de Gennes theory, and provide
better understanding of the overall gel structure. Clea
more experimental data taken under different physic
chemical conditions of the gelling solution, and while t
samples are gelling, would be very helpful. We are curren
working in that direction.
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APPENDIX A

In this appendix we address the issue of how the prese
of polydispersity in bothj andd affects the structural mode
proposed for the gel. In particular, we show how Eqs.~9! and
~10! are modified by polydispersity and, corresponding
what kind of average value forj can be recovered from th
data.

We start with Eq.~9! by recalling that the expression
given in Sec. III for the scattered intensity distribution@Eqs.
~1! and~2!# are valid for a monodisperse system, i.e., a ge
which all the blobs have the same sizej and same fiber
diameterd. The presence of polydispersity transforms Eq.~2!
into @12#

R~q!5K cF ^M &w Seff~q!^P~q!&z , ~A1!

where^M &w is the weight-average molecular weight of th
blobs, ^P(q)&z is their z-average form factor@^P(q)&z
5^A(q)B(q)&z#, and Seff(q) represents the effective struc
ture factor that describes the effects of spatial correlati
between the polydisperse blobs.

Seff(q) can be easily found from the corresponding expr
sion for the monodisperse case,S(q). The latter one was
based on the relationj0

3;^N/V&, which describes how the
distancej0 between the close packed monodisperse bl
scales with the number densityN/V. For a polydisperse sys
tem such a relation becomes^j0

3&n;^N/V& where ^¯&n

means number-average. Now, sincej;hj0 , it is clear that
the parameterj appearing inS(q) has to be replaced with
^j3&n

1/3. Thus, the effective structure factor becomes

Seff~q!512be2~g^j3&n
1/3q!2

~A2!

and the asymptotic behavior at lowq (g^j3&n
1/3q!1) of the

scattered intensity distribution is

R~q!5KcF ^M &wg2^j3&n
2/3q2, ~A3!

in which we have usedb51 as suggested by the data. E
~A3! is represented graphically in Fig. 2 by the leftmost so
straight line passing through the data.

The expression for̂P(q)&z was already developed in Re
@9#. Here we will report only the results relative to its a
proximation in the fractal regime (j21!q!,21, d21), in
which the scattered intensity distribution becomes

R~q!5KcF ^M &wpDm^j2Dm&z q2Dm ~A4!

or equivalently, via Eq.~1!,

R~q!5
p11Dm

4
KcFNA r^, l 2Dmd2&w q2Dm. ~A5!

Equations~A4! and ~A5! are the generalization to polydis
persity of Eqs.~4! and~5!, respectively. Equation~A5! shows
that the diameterd recovered by fitting the data with Eq.~2!
is actually a root-mean-square weight-average diameter,
d;A^d2&w. The behavior described by Eq.~A4! or ~A5! is
represented graphically by the central solid straight line
Fig. 2.
3-11
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An estimate of the peak positionqp can be carried out a
done for Eq.~3!, i.e., by finding the wave vector at which th
two asymptotic behaviors forq→0 andq belonging to the
fractal regime cross to each other. Thus by equating E
~A3! and ~A4!, it is straightforward to work out that, if we
define thex-average ofj as

^j&x5F ^j3&n
2/3

^j2Dm&z
G1/~21Dm!

, ~A6!

the generalization of Eq.~3! becomes

^j&x;1.3p2/~21Dm!g22/~21Dm!~qp!21, ~A7!

in which we have introduced the same numerical factor
1.3 as in Eq.~3!. It is worth noticing that̂ j&x is a combina-
tion of a number-average and az-average. Therefore, be
cause the blob mass is a function of bothj and d @see Eq.
~1!# ^j&x depends on the joint distribution which characte
izes the polydispersity of bothj andd. However, if we make
the plausible assumption thatj and d are statistically inde-
pendent variables, the dependence ond disappears, and̂j&x
becomes only a function of the polydispersity inj, and can
be written as

^j&x5F ^j3&n
2/3^j2Dm&n

^jDm&n
G1/~21Dm!

. ~A8!

It is now easy to comparêj&x with the more common
averages and̂j&n , ^j&w , and ^j&z . A simple numerical
analysis carried out withDm51.3 shows that, for bell shape
distributions, ^j&x depends only on the relative widt
sn /^j&n and it is very well approximated bŷj&w with de-
viations of less than24% (^j&x/^j&w>0.96) up to
sn /^j&n;50%. Conversely, with respect tôj&n and ^j&z
the deviations are much higher, of the order of125% and
220%, respectively. For more skewed distribution, such
decaying power laws or exponentials, the matching of^j&x
with ^j&w is less accurate, but still much better than w
^j&n or ^j&z . For example, for an exponential decay~for
which sn /^j&n51! the deviation is;211%. So in conclu-
sion, we can state that the value of^j&x obtained by means o
the peak positionqp is a reasonable estimate of the weigh
average blob sizêj&w of the gel.

We come now to discuss Eq.~10!. This was worked out
by equating the gel concentrationcF to the ratio between the
blob massM /NA given by Eq.~1! and the blob volumej0

3.
When there is polydispersity this relation becomes

cF;
^M /NA&n

^j3/h3&n
5r

p

4
h3^,12Dm d2&n

1

^j32Dm&w
, ~A9!

in which we have again assumed thatj andd are statistically
independent and used Eq.~1! together with the relation
^jDm&n /^j3&n51/̂ j32Dm&w . Thus, by defining they-average
of j as

^j&y5@^j32Dm&w#1/~32Dm!, ~A10!

Eq. ~A9! can be rewritten as
01191
s.

f

-

s

^j&y;cF
21/~32Dm!h3/~32Dm!S p

4
r^,12Dm d2&nD 1/~32Dm!

,

~A11!

which generalizes Eq.~10!. As done above, we can compu
numerically how^j&y compares witĥ j&n , ^j&w , and^j&z .
The results are very similar to those obtained for^j&x and
show that, for bell shaped distributions with up tosn /^j&n
;50%, the deviations from̂j&w are less than approximatel
15%. For more skewed distributions the situation is simi
to that of^j&x . So, we can state that also the parameter^j&y ,
which describes the condition of close packing, is reasona
approximated bŷj&w . It should be noticed that in Eq.~A11!
the average diameterd appears as the number-average cr
section^d2&n , thus not directly comparable with the valu
recovered from the data via Eq.~5!, which depends on
^d2&w .

In conclusion, when polydispersity effects onj are taken
into account, the value obtained forj from the peak position
and the one used for verifying the close packing condition
the model, are both to be interpreted as good estimates o
weight-average blob sizêj&w . In this way, the self-
consistency of the model is preserved.

When polydispersity effects ond are considered, the situ
ation is more complicated because from the data we
recover only^d2&w , while in the close packing condition
appearŝ d2&n . Thus the self-consistency is maintained on
if the polydispersity ind is comparable for all the gels, and
we can suppose that the ratio^d2&w /^d2&n remains the same
for all the concentrations. Unfortunately, to our knowled
there are no data available in the literature on this subj
The only published work@25# in which are reported the elec
tron microscopy-derived actual histograms of the fiber dia
eter distributions of a gel grown under physical-chemi
conditions similar to ours~but in the presence of 2 mM
CaCl2!, deals with a single concentration@see Fig. 4, pane
~c! of Ref. @25##. In that case (cF50.5 mg/ml) the polydis-
persity in diameter was moderately broad, withsn /^d&n
;0.25 and̂ d2&w /^d2&n;1.23. This implies an overestimat
of ^j&y by only a factor of;13% ~for Dm51.3! and, there-
fore, we believe that even a non-negligible dependence
the ratio^d2&w /^d2&n on cF should not alter significantly the
behavior of^j&y predicted by the model.

APPENDIX B

In this appendix we recall the method recently develop
by us @9# for the recovery of the diameterd, and propose a
variant that leads to much more accurate results.

We demonstrated@9# that, even without having access
the crossover wave vectorqx @see Eq.~6!#, one can exploit
the fact that the scattered intensity is measured in abso
units and recoverd by using the LAELS data alone. Indee
provided that the gel parametersr and , are known@or re-
coverable by fitting the data over the entire LAELS1CLS
wave vector range to Eq.~2!#, one can fit the straight portion
of the data betweenqp and qx to Eq. ~5! and extract the
values of bothDm and d. However, this procedure is no
extremely accurate and leads to some systematic errors in
3-12
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estimate of bothDm andd. This is because the condition th
defines the right-hand side of the fractal regimeq
!,21,d21) is not fulfilled with high accuracy over the en
tire wave vector range where the LAELS data appear to
straight. Thus, the contribution of the baseline (,/j)Dm ap-
pearing in the termA(q) of the fitting function@Eq. ~2!# is
not completely negligible with respect to the power-law co
tribution (p/qj)Dm, and the termB(q) is also less than 1
For example, if,50.4mm, andd5150 nm, at the maxi-
mum wave vector of the LAELS measurements (;3
3104 cm21), the termA(q) deviates from the power-law
behavior by a;130% contribution, while the termB(q) is
lower than 1 by approximately;27%. Though these two
deviations tend to balance each other, the first one is
dominant and produces a slight upward rounding of
power-law decay, leading to an underestimation ofDm and,
in turn, to an overestimation ofd. This was tested by com
puter simulations in which synthetic data generated acc
ing to Eq. ~2! ~with r50.4 g/cm3, j520mm, Dm51.3, d
5150 nm,,50.4mm, as54, b51, andg50.28! were fit-
ted in the fractal regime by means of Eq.~5!. The wave
vector range of the selected data was chosen between;5
3103– 33104 cm21, so as to closely match the range us
in the experimental data of Fig. 4. By supposing to know
parametersr and ,, the fitting recoveredd with an error of
ta

d

n

-

d.

co

ra

re

.
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;115%, while Dm was underestimated by a factor o
;210%, which corresponds to the exponentam;1.2 of
Fig. 2.

In this paper we propose a slightly different procedure
fitting the LAELS data. If, instead of the tract in which th
data exhibit a power-law decay, all the LAELS data~includ-
ing the peak! are used and fitted to the entire model functi
@Eq. ~2!#, much better accuracies can be achieved for b
Dm and d. Computer simulations~carried out on the same
synthetic data as above! showed that, by leavingj, Dm , and
d as free parameters, fixing all the others to the correct v
ues, and including the data between;13103– 33104

cm21, the values ofDm and d can be both estimated with
accuracies better than 1%. We also checked that the acc
recovery ofDm andd is independent from the value assign
to the parameterg. In other words, even if the fitting is
carried out by fixingg to a wrong value~for example, up to
a factor;2!, Dm andd are recovered always with the sam
level of accuracy, consistently with the fact that, in the frac
regime, the scattering amplitude does not depend on the
tial arrangement of the blobs, i.e., it does not depend ong.
Finally, we would like to emphasize that this procedu
works because, up to wave vectors of;33104 cm21, the
shape ofR(q) is only slightly dependent ond, while its
amplitude scales asd2 @through the termM appearing in the
prefactor of Eq.~2!#.
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